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OBJECTIVE

ARTISTIC SKILLS

TECHNICAL SKILLS

EDUCATION

RELATED EXPERIENCE

 

OTHER EXPERIENCE

To create highly alluring and believable worlds in which a player or a viewer can be fully 
immersed in their experience. I am looking to gain a position where my strengths in character/
environmental design, as well as cinematic staging are showcased with my intensive research 
ethic. 

Bachelor of Animation, Sheridan College (2011-2015)
Art Fundamentals, Sheridan College (2010-2011)

Creating tangible characters with compelling background stories, employing the use of avid 
personal interest in Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology, and World History
 

Designing compelling universes for characters to exist while applying extensive knowledge 
of cinematography through the use of staging, composition, lighting, and color theory
 

Researching with the personal quest for knowledge to aid the artistic design of story-tellingResearching with the personal quest for knowledge to aid the artistic design of story-telling 

Adobe Photoshop CS6
Adobe Premiere CS6

Adobe AfterEffects CS6
Flipbook

Maya
ZBrush

ToonBoom Harmony
Adobe Flash

NIHIL, Graduation Thesis Film, Sheridan College (September 2014-April 2015)
Responsible for a short film from conceptualization to execution, like storydboarding, character
and environment designs, art direction, animation. sound design, and compositing

2D Artist- Intern, GameLoft, New York (Summer 2014)
Designed environment assets for the game, Cars: Fast As Lightning, and created illustrations 
for the game, Spiderman Unlimited, while working with two separate Art Leads and teams 

GROUNDED, Third Year Group Project, Sheridan College (September 2013-April 2014)GROUNDED, Third Year Group Project, Sheridan College (September 2013-April 2014)
With a group of peers, co-responsible for conceptualization to execution, as well as voice acting 
for one main character, which was screened at OAIF and TIFF

Sponsored Painting, McIntosh Gallery, UWO London (May 2009)
Produced a 6’x4’ oil painting within an established timeframe that was exhibited in the Gallery 

Peer Tutor, Sheridan College, Oakville. (November2013-January 2015)
Bestowing knowledge, techniques, and tips, as well as motivating junior students to become 
independent learners and creating specific exercises to suit each student’s needs

Student Admissions Representative, Sheridan College, Oakville. (September2013-Present)
Acting as a representative of the Bachelor of Animation program to a diverse group of 
prospective students and their families, while redirecting general and specific inquiries to the 
appropriate resources appropriate resources 

International Peer Mentor, Sheridan College, Oakville. (January2012-November 2012)
Mentored International Students with paperwork and integration to Canadian culture through 
planning and hosting events, while embodying a welcoming role model persona
 . . . . .


